
Time well spent

SWIM SPAS  .   EXERCISE POOLS   .   COMBINATION POOLS



World beating excellence
Riptide offers a world beating range of swim spas and exercise 

pools featuring eleven unique shell designs and two swim 

power systems with an indestructible  galvanised steel frame. 

Riptide Pools satisfy every swimming level and water capacity, 

offering great quality and value for money.

It’s all about the counter-currents 
With a variety of jet configurations, Riptide pools produce a 
powerful counter current to swim against that will challenge 
even the strongest swimmer. 

Great for exercise and fun for the whole family, choose from entry 
level pools generating up to 1,650 gallons output per minute up 
to dedicated exercise pools that feature smooth and powerful 
Turbo jets generating a massive force of water of 2,200 gallons per 
minute via the fully adjustable, programmable control panel.    

A warm, relaxing pool experience
Thermostatically controlled up to 40ºC, your pool is ready for 
you to take a dip and relax anytime you fancy. An insulated shell 
and cover keep the heat in when not in use.

The world’s most versatile swim spas and exercise pools

Ready for use, night and day, all year round
Enjoy swimming at night as Riptide pools feature relaxing colour changing 
underwater and bar top LED lighting. Unlike a conventional pool, Riptide 
pools are economical to run and require very little cleaning as they 
incorporate a state of the art heating, filtration and sanitising system, 
keeping the water warm, clean and ready for a dip, anytime.

Pure, clean water 
With high performance pumps, corona discharge ozone systems and 
a skimmer filter system, you can always be sure of a clean and safe 
pool experience in a Riptide pool.
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Quality components, quality made, with 
an 8 year limited warranty
Riptide pools are constructed using the finest hardware and materials 
with a quality Japanese made variable speed drive coupled with US 
made Aristech acrylic shells and Canadian Gecko electronics. There 
is up to 100mm of full foam insulation for maximum insulation 
throughout our pools and all components fit snugly inside a sturdy 
box section galvanised steel frame with stainless steel fixings. 

Riptide Pools are designed to last, but for total peace of mind all our 
pools carry an 8 year limited warranty.

No huge electricity bills
With superior 2lb closed cell foam insulation up to 100mm in depth 
completely surrounding the shell, plus a fully insulated cover and a 
heat lock cabinet, Riptide pools are extremely economical to run. 

Customer care
At Riptide we pride ourselves on producing world class products and 
delivering a first class after sales service with unbeatable customer care. 
We want you to enjoy your pool with the knowledge that you have the 
support from a company that TRULy cares about your needs.

Our pools are delivered and installed by highly trained teams with a 
full on-board parts facility and we have dedicated technicians ensuring 
a prompt and efficient after-sales service.

Built to last a lifetime 
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Riptide pools - the benefitsChoosing the right Riptide pool

PoWeRful counteR cuRRent jets
There are two jet systems featured on Riptide Pools

SWIM SPAS 
A warm, relaxing experience, all year round

Swim Spas are full specification hot tubs that also feature counter current jets 
and pool space to swim. Perfect for fitting into tight spaces, on deck or in ground.

• Powerful Turbo counter current jets
• Relaxing water and lighting
• Great Riptide insulation
• Fun for the whole family
• Quality product and customer care 

EXERCISE POOLS 
Great value - maximum enjoyment

Exercise Pools have powerful counter current jets 
with no air to impair visibility, created for dedicated 
swimmers. 

• One side equipment access
• Adjust lighting to suit your lifestyle
• Quality at an entry level price
• Ozone sanitisation
• Platinum Thermo Lock System
• Audio System (optional)

COMBINATION POOLS 
Hot tub and Exercise Pool all in one

Combination Pools have two volumes of water with a fully featured hot tub and 
an exercise pool with powerful counter current jets. With a superior depth of up 
to 1.5m the combination pools provide powerful Turbo counter current jets for 
the ultimate swimming workout. For relaxation the spa end features a full length 
lounger plus jetted seats, all with an array of powerful hydrotherapy jets.

The pool end has steps for access which also double up as cool down seats. The 
pool end and spa end have separate water temperature controls that can be 
adjusted to suit both exercise and relaxation.
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Turbo Jets 
Turbo Jets produce 
smooth, bubble free 
water, generating 
a current of up 
to 2,200 gallons 
output per minute. 

Swim Jets 
With stainless 
steel escutcheons, 
Swim Jets create 
a powerful water 
current output of 
up to 1,650 gallons 
per minute.

For Fitness
Riptide exercise pools can form an important part of the day to 
day fitness regime of anyone who wants to stay in good shape. 
Swimming against the force of the exercise pool’s powerful 
counter-current jets will quickly tone up your body in a low 
impact environment.

For Relaxation
Thermostatically controlled up to 40°C, after a swim, lay back 
and relax in the warm, clear water with family and friends and 
enjoy the invigorating massage of the hydrotherapy jets. Being 
more compact than standard swimming pools, Riptide pools 
can be installed where space is at a premium; in a garden or 
courtyard, either in-ground or above ground. 

For Family Fun
Requiring very little cleaning, Riptide pools incorporate cutting-
edge filtration and sanitising systems, ensuring a clean and safe 
pool experience for you and your family every time you take a dip. 

With an easy to remove insulated lid and insulation all round the 
shell of our pools, heat is trapped in and so running costs are 
kept surprisingly low. 
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Riptide Pool features

Integrated control system 
Riptide pools incorporate a fully integrated, 
programmable Gecko control system for 
jets, circulation, water temperature, filtration, 
lighting and energy saving options.

Shell colour choice 
The hard wearing Aristech acrylic shell of 
Riptide pools is available in a choice of three 
colours: Sterling Silver, Pearl
Shadow and Ocean Wave.

Insulated cover
The fully insulated, heavy-duty thermal cover 
is designed with a rise in the middle so that 
rain water falls away, greatly reducing water 
ingress and staining. The cover is securely 
fastened by lockable, childproof, adjustable 
straps along all four sides. 

Weatherproof cabinet
The weatherproof and maintenance free UV resistant exterior 
wood-effect cabinet with stainless steel fittings is colour 
matched to the heavy-duty vinyl thermal cover.

Pure, clean water 
Working alongside the filtration system, Riptide pools incorporate 
a corona discharge ozone system for guaranteed pure, clean water 
every time you use your pool. 

Pillows 
The pillows are colour coordinated to the shell and skirt 
combination selected, providing comfortable seating for bathers 
at the pool spa end.

Stainless steel hand rail 
The Stainless steel hand rail provides additional support when 
swimming against the counter current jets and for aerobic 
exercise in your pool.

Filtration systems
Riptide pools are fitted with an 
easy to maintain, 140ft², top-
loading filtration system with easy 
to replace filter cartridges plus an 
integrated weir which is designed 
to capture any floating debris in the 
pool before it reaches the filters. 

The relocatable swim spa
Install a conventional pool and you’ll sink a lot more into your 
home than just a pool. If you move home your investment in 
the pool stays behind, often with no increase in property value. 

Riptide pools are relocatable - when you move home your 
pool goes with you! With a galvanised steel frame and 
internally fitted components, simply lift your pool and take it 
to its new location.

 Sterling Silver Ocean Wave Pearl Shadow

Bluetooth audio system 
(Optional) The Gecko In.stream bluetooth audio system with four transducer 
speakers and sub woofer is available on all pools. 
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Aqua Life 
3.5 Luxury
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AQuA LIFE 3.5 Luxury SWIM SPA

caPacitY: 11 persons
Volume: 3100 ltr
WeiGHt DRY: 673 kg
Dimensions: 354 x 230 x 98 cm
sWimminG jets: 2 round jets
jets: 77 hydrotherapy jets and 
18 air massage jets
PoWeR: 45amp
sHell: Aristech, available in 3 colours
fRame: Galvanized steel frame
caBinet: Low maintenance, UV resistant 
PVC in Dark Grey
Base: Waterproof ABS Base
contRols: Gecko IN.YT7 control system, 
Gecko IN.K1001 bar top control

HeateR: Gecko Hi Flow 3kw Heater
liGHtinG: Perimeter and underwater LED 
multicolour lighting system
WateR featuRe: 2'' cascade fountain
insulation: Fully insulated foam shell and 
Thermo Lock insulation system
ciRculation PumP: Dedicated 1HP 
circulation pump
sWimminG PumPs: 4 x 2.5hp
aiR PumPs: 400 W preheated blower
sanitiseR sYstem: High efficient mixed 
ozone sanitisation
filtRation: easy to clean in-spa filtration 
system, dual high-efficient blue filter

The Aqua Life 3.5 is a compact exercise pool 
and high specification spa combined. This is 
definitely not an entry level pool - it is a fully 
functioning, incredibly well equipped swim spa.

Whether for an invigorating massage from the 
many hydrotherapy jets, a revitalising swim 
or just fun with family and friends, the Aqua 
Life 3.5 is the swim spa for you. With room 
for up to 11 people and with 4 jet pumps, 77 
hydrotherapy jets and even a back lit drinks 
cooler, the Aqua Life 3.5 is the ultimate in 
compact, luxury swim spas.

Cabinet

Dark Grey  Sterling Silver Ocean Wave Pearl Shadow

Shell options



Aqua Life 
4.4 Premium

AQuA LIFE 4.4  Luxury / Premium SWIM SPA

caPacitY: 3 persons
Volume: 5200 ltr
WeiGHt DRY: 888 kg
Dimensions: 440 x 235 x 129 cm
sWimminG jets: 4 Turbo jets
jets: 45 hydrotherapy jets
PoWeR: 45amp
sHell: Aristech shell available in 3 colours
fRame: Galvanized steel frame
caBinet: Low maintenance, UV resistant 
PVC in Dark Grey
Base: Waterproof ABS Base
luXuRY contRols: Gecko IN.YE5 control 
system, Gecko IN.K1001 bar top control
PRemium contRols: Gecko IN.YE5 control 
system, Gecko IN.K806 bar top control

HeateR: Gecko Hi Flow 3kw Heater
liGHtinG: Perimeter and underwater LED 
multicolour lighting system 
WateR featuRe: 2.5'' fountain
insulation: Fully insulated foam shell and 
Thermo Lock insulation system
ciRculation PumP: Dedicated 1HP 
circulation pump
luXuRY sWimminG PumPs: 
2 x 3hp + 2 x 2hp
PRemium sWimminG PumPs: 
2 x 3.5hp (variable speed) + 2 x 3hp
sanitiseR sYstem: High efficient mixed 
ozone sanitisation
filtRation: easy to clean in-spa filtration 
system, dual high-efficient blue filter

The Aqua Life 4.4 is a luxury swim spa, plunge pool, 
hydrotherapy spa and exercise centre all in one! 
Featuring the Pro Swim system this excellent swim 
spa incorporates four seats including a comfortable 
semi lounger seat for a full body massage.

upgrade to the aqua life 4.4 Premium model 
and get total control over the power and 
speed of the counter current. featuring a 
variable speed drive, the 10 speed control 
allows the swimmer to select their favoured 
water speed; slow for a leisurely dip, fast for a 
full on sprint.
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Cabinet

Dark Grey  Sterling Silver Ocean Wave Pearl Shadow

Shell options
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AQuA LIFE 5.5 Luxury / Premium SWIM SPA

caPacitY: 4 persons
Volume: 6500 ltr
WeiGHt DRY: 1050 kg
Dimensions: 550 x 235 x 129 cm
sWimminG jets: 4 Turbo jets
jets: 45 hydrotherapy jets
PoWeR: 45amp
sHell: Aristech shell available in 3 colours
fRame: Galvanized steel frame
caBinet: Low maintenance UV resistant 
PVC in Dark Grey
Base: Waterproof ABS Base
luXuRY contRols: Gecko IN.YE5 control 
system, Gecko IN.K1001 bar top control
PRemium contRols: Gecko IN.YE5 control 
system, Gecko IN.K806 bar top control

HeateR: Gecko Hi Flow 3kw Heater
liGHtinG: Perimeter and underwater LED 
multicolour lighting system 
WateR featuRe: 2.5'' fountain
insulation: Fully insulated foam shell and 
Thermo Lock insulation system
ciRculation PumP: Dedicated 1HP 
circulation pump
luXuRY sWimminG PumPs: 
2 x 3hp + 2 x 2hp
PRemium sWimminG PumPs: 
2 x 3.5hp (variable speed) + 2 x 3hp
sanitiseR sYstem: High efficient mixed 
ozone sanitisation
filtRation: easy to clean in-spa filtration 
system, dual high-efficient blue filter

With its superior length, the Aqua Life 5.5 is a 
spacious swim spa, plunge pool, hydrotherapy 
spa and exercise centre combined, offering 
total fitness and relaxation. Featuring the Pro 
Swim system, the Aqua Life 5.5 incorporates a 
comfortable semi lounger seat for full a body 
massage after an invigorating swim.

Cabinet

Dark Grey  Sterling Silver Ocean Wave Pearl Shadow

Shell options

the aqua life 5.5 Premium model is 
fitted with a variable speed drive to give 
you total control of the counter current 
swimming jet speed.
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PoSEIdoN 4.4  Luxury / Premium SWIM SPA

caPacitY: 3 persons
Volume: 5600 ltr
WeiGHt DRY: 1060 kg
Dimensions: 440 x 225 x 154 cm
sWimminG jets: 4 Turbo jets
jets: 25 hydrotherapy jets
PoWeR: 45amp
sHell: Aristech shell available in 3 colours
fRame: Galvanized steel frame
caBinet: Low maintenance UV resistant 
PVC in Dark Grey
Base: Waterproof ABS Base
luXuRY contRols: Gecko IN.YE5 control 
system, Gecko IN.K1001 bar top control
PRemium contRols: Gecko IN.YE5 control 
system, Gecko IN.K806 bar top control

HeateR: Gecko Hi Flow 3kw Heater
liGHtinG: Perimeter and underwater LED 
multicolour lighting system 
insulation: Fully insulated foam shell and 
Thermo Lock insulation system
ciRculation PumP: Dedicated 1hp 
circulation pump
luXuRY sWimminG PumPs: 
2 x 3hp + 2 x 2hp
PRemium sWimminG PumPs:
2 x 3.5hp (variable speed) + 2 x 3hp
sanitiseR sYstem: High efficient mixed 
ozone sanitisation
filtRation: easy to clean in-spa filtration 
system, dual high-efficient blue filter

The Poseidon 4.4 is a luxurious and powerful swim 
spa with a jetted cool down seat and a full length 
jetted lounger. The Poseidon 4.4 pool is equipped with 
four powerful Turbo jets which provide up to 2,200 
gallons a minute of clear, turbulence-free counter 
current with no rough swimming and no air bubbles 
for the perfect swimming session.

upgrade to the Poseidon 4.4 Premium 
model and get total control over the power 
and speed of the counter current. the 
addition of a variable 10 speed drive allows 
the swimmer to select the best water speed 
for their fitness level and stroke.

Cabinet

Dark Grey  Sterling Silver Ocean Wave Pearl Shadow

Shell options
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PoSEIdoN 5.5  Luxury / Premium SWIM SPA

caPacitY: 3 persons
Volume: 9000 ltr
WeiGHt DRY: 1270 kg
Dimensions: 550 x 225 x 154 cm
sWimminG jets: 4 Turbo jets
jets: 25 hydrotherapy jets
PoWeR: 45amp
sHell: Aristech shell available in 3 colours
fRame: Galvanized steel frame
caBinet: Low maintenance UV resistant 
PVC in Dark Grey
Base: Waterproof ABS Base
luXuRY contRols: Gecko IN.YE5 control 
system, Gecko IN.K1001 bar top control
PRemium contRols: Gecko IN.YE5 
control system, Gecko IN.K806 bar top control

HeateR: Gecko Hi Flow 3kw Heater
liGHtinG: Perimeter and underwater LED 
multicolour lighting system 
insulation: Fully insulated foam shell and 
Thermo Lock insulation system
ciRculation PumP: Dedicated 1hp 
circulation pump
luXuRY sWimminG PumPs: 
2 x 3hp + 2 x 2hp
PRemium sWimminG PumPs: 
2 x 3.5hp (variable speed) + 2 x 3hp
sanitiseR sYstem: High efficient mixed 
ozone sanitisation
filtRation: easy to clean in-spa filtration 
system, dual high-efficient blue filter

With a superior length of 5.5m, the Poseidon 
5.5 is a luxurious and powerful swim spa which 
includes a jetted cool down seat and a full length 
jetted lounger. The Poseidon 5.5 comes equipped 
with four Turbo jets which provide up to 2,200 
gallons a minute of clear, turbulence-free counter 
current with no rough swimming and no air 
bubbles to impede your swim stroke.

the Premium model is equipped with 
an additional variable speed drive which 
allows you to adjust the swimming jet 
speed to suit your fitness level.

Cabinet

Dark Grey  Sterling Silver Ocean Wave Pearl Shadow

Shell options



ATLANTIS 4.6  Luxury / Premium    Created for dedicated swimmers EXERCISE POOL

caPacitY: 1 person
Volume: 8800 ltr
WeiGHt DRY: 1040 kg
Dimensions: 460 x 235 x 154 cm
sWimminG jets: 4 Turbo jets
PoWeR: 45amp
sHell: Aristech shell available in 3 colours
fRame: Galvanized steel frame
caBinet: Low maintenance UV resistant 
PVC in Dark Grey
Base: Waterproof ABS Base
luXuRY contRols: Gecko IN.YE5 control 
system, Gecko IN.K1001 bar top control
PRemium contRols: Gecko IN.YE5 control 
system, Gecko IN.K806 bar top control

HeateR: Gecko Hi Flow 3kw Heater
liGHtinG: Perimeter and underwater LED 
multicolour lighting system 
insulation: Fully insulated foam shell and 
Thermo Lock insulation system
ciRculation PumP: Dedicated 1HP 
circulation pump
luXuRY sWimminG PumPs: 
2 x 3hp + 2 x 2hp
PRemium sWimminG PumPs: 
2 x 3.5hp (variable speed) + 2 x 3hp
sanitiseR sYstem: High efficient mixed 
ozone sanitisation
filtRation: easy to clean in-spa filtration 
system, dual high-efficient blue filter

The Atlantis 4.6 model allows you to enjoy the full 
benefits of the Riptide top end swimming system 
even when space on your patio or in your garden 
may be limited. A dedicated exercise pool, it is 
perfect for every kind of swimmer, from beginner to 
competitive sports person. 

upgrade to the atlantis 4.6 Premium 
model and get total control over the 
power and speed of the counter current. 
featuring a variable speed drive, the 10 
speed control allows the swimmer to 
select their favoured water speed; slow for 
a leisurely dip, fast for a full on sprint.
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Cabinet

Dark Grey  Sterling Silver Ocean Wave Pearl Shadow

Shell options
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ATLANTIS 6.0  Luxury / Premium    Created for dedicated swimmers EXERCISE POOL
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caPacitY: 1 person
Volume: 9900 ltr
WeiGHt DRY: 1370 kg
Dimensions: 585 x 235 x 154 cm
sWimminG jets: 4 Turbo jets
PoWeR: 45amp
sHell: Aristech shell available in 
3 colours
fRame: Galvanized steel frame
caBinet: Low maintenance UV 
resistant PVC in Dark Grey
luXuRY contRols: 
Gecko IN.YE5 control system, Gecko 
IN.K1001 bar top control
PRemium contRols: 
Gecko IN.YE5 control system, Gecko 
IN.K806 bar top control

Base: Waterproof ABS Base
HeateR: Gecko Hi Flow 3kw Heater
liGHtinG: Perimeter and underwater 
LED multicolour lighting system 
insulation: Fully insulated foam shell 
and Thermo Lock insulation system
ciRculation PumP: Dedicated 1HP 
circulation pump
luXuRY sWimminG PumPs: 
2 x 3hp + 2 x 2hp
PRemium sWimminG PumPs: 
2 x 3.5hp (variable speed) + 2 x 3hp
sanitiseR sYstem: High efficient mixed 
ozone sanitisation
filtRation: easy to clean in-spa filtration 
system, dual high-efficient blue filter

The Atlantis 6.0 has a huge space for the dedicated swimmer. 
With its deep, extra wide shell this is the ultimate pool for 
exercise or for just relaxing after your swim workout. The 
elegant steps across one end makes entry into the Atlantis 6.0 
easy. Perfect both for beginners through to more experience and 
competitive sports enthusiasts. 

upgrade to the atlantic 6.0 Premium model and get total 
control over the power and speed of the counter current. 
featuring a variable speed drive, the 10 speed control 
allows the swimmer to select their favoured water speed; 
slow for a leisurely dip, fast for a full on sprint.

Cabinet

Dark Grey  Sterling Silver Ocean Wave Pearl Shadow

Shell options



NAuTILuS 6.0 INGROUND Luxury / Premium     EXERCISE POOL
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A perfect combination of power and 
beauty, the Nautilus 6.0 is designed 
for in ground installation.

A pool designed for family play through to 
competitive swimmers, the Nautilus is easy 
to install and own. 

Save on space & construction costs 

All jets, electronics and moving parts are 
located at one end of the pool with a 
service hatch for easy maintenance. No 
need for side access reduces the space 
required and saves on construction costs.

The Nautilus offers a huge pool area with 
a superior depth and width plus a smooth, 
turbulence-free swimming experience. Also 
provided is a jetted seat to cool down after 
your swim. The six counter current jets 
generate a force of up to 2,200 gallons per 
minute of water output.

With an ultra efficient heating, filtration and 
corona discharge ozone system, the water 
is always warm and crystal clear.

caPacitY: 2 persons
Volume: 8400 ltr
WeiGHt DRY: 1294 kg
Dimensions: 585 x 235 x 152 cm
sWimminG jets: 6 round jets
jets: 8 hydrotherapy jets
PoWeR: 45amp
sHell: Aristech shell available in 3 colours
fRame: Galvanized steel frame
caBinet: PVC, Ivory-white
Base: Waterproof ABS Base
luXuRY contRols: Gecko IN.YE5 control system, 
Gecko IN.K1001 bar top control
PRemium contRols: Gecko IN.YE5 control 
system, Gecko IN.K806 bar top control

HeateR: Gecko Hi Flow 3kw Heater
liGHtinG: Perimeter and underwater LED 
multicolour lighting system
insulation: Thermo Lock insulation
ciRculation PumP: Dedicated 1HP circulation 
pump
luXuRY sWimminG PumPs: 
2 x 3hp, 2 x 2hp
PRemium sWimminG PumPs: 
2 x 3hp (variable speed), 2 x 2hp
sanitiseR sYstem: High efficient mixed ozone 
sanitisation
filtRation: easy to clean in-spa filtration system, 
dual high-efficient blue filter

upgrade to the nautilus 6.0 Premium 
model and get total control over 
the power and speed of the counter 
current. the addition of a variable 10 
speed drive allows the swimmer to 
select the best water speed for their 
fitness level and stroke.

 Sterling Silver Ocean Wave Pearl Shadow

Shell options
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NAuTILuS 6.0 INGROUND Luxury / Premium       EXERCISE POOL

innoVatiVe seRVice HatcH
The Nautilus makes in-ground installation a doddle with 
an innovative service hatch for easy access of working 
parts and for maintenance

cool DoWn seat
The Nautilus 6.0 features a 
corner cool down and massage 
seat to relax after a workout in 
the pool..Perfect for massaging 
your back and your calves before 
or after your training.

insulateD coVeR
The fully insulated, heavy 
duty thermal cover is 
securely fastened by lockable, 
childproof, adjustable straps 

along all four sides. 

ozone 
steRilization
The efficient ozone sterilization 
system on the Nautilus kills 
germs, bacteria, mould and 
viruses, helping to maintain 
crystal clear water every time 

you take a dip.

sHell oPtions 
The hard wearing Aristech 
acrylic shell of the Nautilus 
is available in three colours: 
Sterling Silver, Ocean Wave 
or Pearl Shadow.

Not requiring side access, the service hatch allows for the pool 
to be installed into a rectangular concreted pit, saving on space 
required and cost of traditional in ground installations.

HuGE SWImmING SPACE 
The Nautilus features a huge swimming space 5.85m by 
2.35m wide and with a superior depth of 1.52m. Awesome 
jet power comes from the six counter current jets.

easY to install
With a watertight sturdy fibre glass outer shell and with all 
working parts, electronics and power supply at one end, the 
Nautilus is quick and easy to install.

 Sterling    Ocean Pearl
 Silver Wave Shadow
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AQuA LIFE 6.0 duo  Luxury / Premium     COMBINATION POOL

caPacitY: 5 persons
Volume: 7600 ltr
WeiGHt DRY: 1237 kg
Dimensions: 590 x 235 x 129 cm
sWimminG jets: 4 Turbo jets
jets: 35 hydrotherapy jets
PoWeR: 45amp + 21amp
sHell: Aristech Shell
fRame: Galvanized steel frame
caBinet: Low maintenance UV resistant PVC
Base: Waterproof ABS Base
luXuRY contRols: Gecko IN.YE5 control 
system, Gecko IN.K1001 bar top control
PRemium contRols: Gecko IN.YE5 control 
system, Gecko IN.K806 bar top control
HeateR: Gecko Hi Flow 3kw Heater

liGHtinG: Perimeter and underwater LED 
multicolour lighting system 
WateR featuRe: 2.5'' fountain
insulation: Fully insulated foam shell and 
Thermo Lock insulation system
ciRculation PumP: 
Dedicated 1HP circulation pump
massaGe PumP: 2 x 2hp LX pump
luXuRY sWimminG PumP: 
2 x 3hp + 2 x 2hp LX pump
PRemium sWimminG PumP: 2 x 3.5hp 
(variable speed) + 2 x 3hp LX pump
sanitiseR sYstem: High efficient mixed 
ozone sanitisation
filtRation: easy to clean in-spa filtration 
system, dual high-efficient Blue Filter

Cabinet

Dark Grey  Sterling Silver Ocean Wave Pearl Shadow

Shell options

The ultimate swim and spa package, with the Aqua Life 
6.0 Duo enjoy the best of both worlds in one of the 
finest combination pools available today. Two volumes of 
water ensure that the separate spa end can be adjusted 
to hot and the swim end kept at a lower temperature 
for swimming against the powerful counter current jets.

For relaxation, the separate spa features a full
length lounger plus three seats, all with an array of 
powerful hydrotherapy jets. For exercise, the pool end 
features powerful counter current jets for the ultimate 
swimming experience. The pool end has steps for easy 
access doubling as cool down seats.

upgrade to the aqua life 6.0 Duo Premium 
model and get total control over the power 
and speed of the counter current. featuring 
a variable speed drive, the 10 speed control 
allows the swimmer to select their favoured 
water speed; slow for a leisurely dip, fast for a 
full on sprint.
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PoSEIdoN 6.0 duo  Luxury / Premium     COMBINATION POOL

caPacitY: 5 persons
Volume: 8500 ltr
WeiGHt DRY: 1457 kg
Dimensions: 590 x 225 x 154 cm
sWimminG jets: 4 turbo jets
jets: 42 hydrotherapy jets
PoWeR: 45amp + 21amp
sHell: Aristech Shell
fRame: Galvanized steel frame
caBinet: Low maintenance UV 
resistant PVC, Coastal Grey
Base: Waterproof ABS Base
luXuRY contRols: 
2 x Gecko IN.YE5 control system, Gecko 
IN.K1001 bar top control
PRemium contRols: 
Gecko IN.YE5 control system, Gecko 
IN.K806 bar top control

HeateR: Gecko Hi Flow 3kw Heater
liGHtinG: Perimeter and underwater 
LED multicolour lighting system 
insulation: Fully insulated foam shell 
and Thermo Lock insulation system
ciRculation PumP: Dedicated 1HP 
(swim zone) and 0.25HP (massage zone) 
circulation pump
luXuRY sWimminG PumP: 
2 x 3hp + 2 x 2hp LX pump
PRemium sWimminG PumP: 2 x 3.5hp 
(variable speed) + 2 x 3hp LX pump 
massaGe PumP: 2 x 3hp LX pump
sanitiseR sYstem: High efficient mixed 
ozone sanitisation
filtRation: easy to clean in-spa filtration 
system, dual high-efficient blue filter

Cabinet

Dark Grey  Sterling Silver Ocean Wave Pearl Shadow

Shell options

With a superior depth of 1.5m, the Poseidon 6.0 Duo is 
the perfect Swim and Spa. Two volumes of water ensure 
that the spa is hot and the swim end is kept at a lower 
temperature suitable for vigorous swimming. If you have 
the space on your patio, this is a superb aquatic leisure 
centre.

The spa end is the perfect space for relaxing, with four 
jetted seats including a full length lounger, all with its own 
configuration of powerful hydrotherapy jets. 

The swim end has steps for easy access which also double 
as cool down seats after your workout. Maintain your 
fitness in the swim end by swimming against the four 
powerful Turbo counter current jets. 

the Premium model is equipped with an additional 
variable speed drive which allows you to adjust the 
swimming jet speed to suit your fitness level.



The Poseidon Duo Premium 
model is a fully-featured, luxury hot 
tub and exercise pool all combined 
in two volumes of water, with the 
addition of a variable speed drive. 
This 10 speed control allows the 
swimmer to select the best water 
speed for their fitness and stroke.
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Riptide pools can be installed on your patio or in your 
garden either above ground or sunk into the ground. Here 
is the five step process for an in-ground installation.

1 First, the site for the spa must be cleared ready for  
 the job to start.

2 The pit is dug out and the base laid to concrete to  
 support the spa weight and prevent water ingress.

3 Concrete blocks are then used to provide strength  
 to reinforce the pit ready for the spa.

4 The crane is called into action to hoist the pool   
 carefully over the hedge and property.

5 Engineers work with the crane team to carefully lower   
 the pool into position. Electrics can then be connected   
 and any finishing to the area completed.

Installing a Riptide Pool IN-GRouNd
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5 Year Gecko Hi Flow Heater warrantY 
Riptide warrants the Gecko Hi Flow heater against fault in manufacture or faulty 
workmanship. 

5 Year no leak warrantY 
Riptide warrants your swim spa not to leak for a period of five years from its delivery 
date. This warranty specifically covers leaks from the wall fittings, jet fittings, internal 
plumbing, internal glue joints, freeze drains and all bonded parts including the filter 
chamber and light fittings.

5 Year component warrantY 
Riptide warrants the electrical components, pumps and other Riptide Swim Spa 
components against malfunction or defects in workmanship for a period of five years 
from its delivery date. Filter cartridges, swim spa pillows and cover locks are not included 
in this warranty, but are warranted to be free from defects in materials or workmanship 
at the time of delivery to the original consumer purchaser.

1 Year ozone Generator warrantY 
Riptide warrants the Ozone Generator against malfunction or defects in workmanship for 
one year from the spa’s delivery date.

8 Year Structural & 5 Year SurFace warrantY 
Riptide warrants the galvanised steel sub frame not to crack or fracture for 
a period of eight years from delivery date. Additionally, the Aristech surface 
material of the Riptide Swim Spa is warranted not to peel, crack, wrinkle, blister, 
yellow, efface or de-laminate for a period of five years from the swim spa’s 
delivery date. The Aristech surfaces are non-permeable and will not absorb 
odours, bacteria or pollutants. 

1 Year trim and cover warrantY 
Riptide warrants the cosmetic trim and swim spa cover to be free from defects 
in materials and workmanship for a period of one year from the swim spa’s 
delivery date. 

1 Year led liGHt warrantY
Riptide warrants the LED lighting chains and bulbs to be free from defects of 
materials and workmanship for one year. 

2 Year uv reSiStant SYntHetic wood cabinet warrantY 
Riptide warrants the UV resistant synthetic wood cabinet material not to peel, 
crack, wrinkle, blister or de-laminate and to be free from defects in workmanship 
for a period of five years from the swim spa’s delivery date. This warranty 
specifically covers the cabinet’s structural integrity, including all glue & integral 
bonded joints.

l i m i t e d  w a r r a n t Y

Warranty subject to terms and conditions .

No-Nonsense Warranty Riptide will 
make no call-out or labour charges or ask for 
part payment of parts for the entire warranty 
period, provided that your Riptide Spa has 
had an annual service within the last 12 
months to validate the warranty.
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World class product, first class service
Riptide prides itself on producing world class products, 
delivering a first class after sales service and unbeatable 
customer care. We want you to enjoy your pool with the 
knowledge that you have the support from a company that 
truly cares about its customers.

Built to last a lifetime
every Riptide pool features a superior aristech acrylic shell 
with closed cell 2ib foam for insulation. all components fit 
snugly inside a galvanised frame with stainless steel cabinet 
fixings. our pools have some of the highest specifications of 
any swim spas in the world!

choice
With a choice of 19 great models we have the fitness pool 
to suit you and your lifestyle. as part of our service, our 
dealerships provide test-soak facilities at their showrooms, 
so you can try our swim spas before you buy.

customer care
Riptide Pools are delivered and installed by highly trained teams 
with a full range of parts and accessories available on-board. 
Dedicated technicians ensure superb after-sales service.

www.hottubbarn.co.uk

AShford Dobbies Garden Centre, Rutherford Rd, Eureka Leisure Park
Ashford, Kent TN25 4BN Tel: 01233 665 549
BiceSter Bicester Avenue Garden Centre, Oxford Rd
Bicester OX25 2Ny Tel: 01869 932 022
cAmBridge Coton Orchard Garden Centre, Cambridge Rd
Coton, Cambridge CB23 7PJ Tel: 01954 211 739 
chelmSford 41 Robjohns Rd, Chelmsford Essex CM1 3AG Tel: 01245 265 036 
fArNhAm Frensham Garden Centre, Reeds Rd, Farnham
Surrey GU10 3BP Tel: 01252 792 684

KiNg’S lyNN Dobbies Garden Centre, Campbells Meadow 
Hardwick Rd, King’s Lynn, Norfolk PE30 4WQ Tel: 01553 764 623

NANtwich Bridgemere Garden Centre, Bridgemere, Nantwich 
Cheshire CW5 7QB Tel: 01270 323 240

SeveNoAKS Polhill Garden Centre, Conservatory Village
London Rd, Sevenoaks, Kent TN14 7AD Tel: 01959 532 460 

wicKford Alton Garden Centre, Arterial Rd, Wickford
Essex SS12 9JG Tel: 01268 923 773

© 2021 Riptide Pools Limited. All product specifications 
of Riptide spas are subject to change without notice to 
improve reliability, function, design or otherwise.

Hot Tub Barn is rated Excellent 
Based on 1,400 reviews


